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"OOPS," TEACHERS MAKE MISTAKES, TOO:
Bloopers, Duds and Disasters in the Classroom
ORONO, Maine -- Move over, Mr. Chips and other super teachers of print and film. Real
teachers are fed up with myths of perfect classroom decorum, inspired children eagerly
soaking in knowledge, and meticulously designed lesson plans. In fact, they're toppling
the stereotypical pillars of perfection and finally telling it like it is.
"Oops." That's right, "Oops: What We Learn When Our Teaching Fails," a new book of
essays by and for teachers, drives home the most realistic lesson of all - It's okay to fail;
that's how people - including teachers - learn.
In the 4 7 brief stories, veteran teachers from rural, suburban and urban America break
the big silence and share their failures, pain, frustrations, and most embarrassing and
humiliating experiences. As they rebound with resiliency, optimism and humor, they
learn valuable lessons from their mistakes and from their students. They also learn that
often even the most heroic efforts can't change the intractable problems of education and
society. Issues of race, economics, undersupplied classrooms, stifling bureaucracy,
endangered and dangerous kids are always there.
Edited by associate professors of literacy Brenda Miller Power of the University of
Maine and Ruth Shagoury Hubbard of Lewis and Clark College in Portland, Oregon,
"Oops" is a world where things can - and do- go from bad to worse in the classroom. For
example:
· A class of second graders and parent chaperones laden with picnic lunches arrive
for the field trip, but the teacher forgot to order the bus.
· A disruptive college student tries and succeeds in leading the class in a
spontaneous prayer.
· Grunting, gyrating male high school students in grass skirts surprise the class
with a dance illustrating their cartoon-based idea of a jungle tribe.
· A guest author presenting a reading workshop gets a reality check from a fiveyear-old who is more enraptured with the man's large nose than his talents.
· Bowing to demands of upset parents and a harassed vice principal, a new teacher
stays after school to "black out" all the "s" and "f' words in Studs Terkel's
"Working."
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· Second-graders revolt on the playground and demand their rights to a full ,
unencumbered recess.

· With the whole class watching, a high school teacher is punched in the face by a
angry student and learns a lesson in control.
While the war stories in "Oops" likely will make teachers cringe and cry, they are proof
that the times you fail are the best teaching opportunities, according to co-editor Power,
who writes of her own enlightening, but politically incorrect classroom experience.
"Society expects teachers to be all knowing and perfect. It's hard, but important to
acknowledge, at least to ourselves, that we're not," she says. "Its reassuring for any
teacher who's ever had a bad day, week or month to pick up an essay by someone who
went through the same experience and survived to write about it."
Most of the teachers contributing essays to "Oops" donated their fees to Rethinking
Schools, a non-profit newspaper advocating the reform of public schools. Founded by
classroom teachers and other educators 10 years ago, its focus is on issues of equity and
social justice.

"Oops: What We Learn When Our Teaching Fails" is published by and available from
Stenhouse Publishers, 226 York St., York, Maine 03909 (207-363-9198, editorial and
marketing; 1-800-988-9812, orders). Cost, $15.
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